Summer 2018

Wins!
In This Issue: Back-to-Back Bargaining
for rollbacks, our Town of Shaunavon
By Cat Gendron, Education Coordinator
Both of these stories can be found as
Wins of the Week on SEIUWEST.ca
Municipal Sector
SEIU-West is proud to announce a big win
for the members who work for the Town of
Shaunavon!
The SEIU-West bargaining
committee reached a
tentative agreement with their
employer.
Highlights include:
• A market adjustment for
SEIU-West represents over
maintenance staff, worth
13,000 members across
approximately 2.5% (which
Saskatchewan who work
applies to the majority of the
in health care, education,
municipalities, CBOs and
members in this bargaining unit);
various industries. We work • Wage increases over the next 3 years
to improve the lives of
of 1%, 1%, and 2%;
working people and their
• An increase to the employer’s
families and lead the way
contribution to the members’ pension
to a more just and
plan; and
humane society.
• Improvements for working at higher
paid classifications.
Like our Facebook
In a climate where employers are pressing
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bargaining team did an excellent job,
raising expectations for future bargaining.
Thank you to the bargaining team for
their hard work in reaching a fair deal!
Education Sector
SEIU-West has reached a ratified
agreement with the Holy Family School
Division.
Our members will experience wage
increases of 1.25%, 1%, 1%, and 2%
over the next four years, and will
benefit from a 100% Employer paid
Employee Family Assistance Program
(EFAP)!
They also negotiated better language
provisions around breaks and
accommodations; obtained cell phone
allowances; and updated OH&S language.
This agreement will certainly set a
standard for workers across the education
and public services sector, and we’re proud
of the bargaining team for overcoming
the pressure for rollbacks and freezes.
Together, we are indeed stronger!

Extreme Make Over: Website Edition...

http://

By Christine Miller, Communications
Coordinator
Over the past several months, the Political
Action & Education (PA&E) Department
has been spearheading SEIU-West’s move
to a new website platform.
We have based the new site on a
combination of website survey data, and
input from members, staff, and leadership.
If you applied for the Continuing Care

Assistant or Young Worker conferences, or
took part in our recent “Stand for Security
Campaign”, you have had a tiny sneak peak
into the new functionality.
We intend to have the new site, which
incorporate the PurpleWorks.ca website,
up and running by July 1, 2018 and hope
the transition is smooth. We appreciate
your patience while we transition to a
more mobile friendly site.

July 1 (Canada Day) falls on a Sunday in 2018. By Federal
Law, where July 1 falls on Sunday, that day is NOT a holiday.
Instead, the following Monday is the holiday. Therefore,
Monday July 2, 2018 is the holiday.

Cape’s Corner
Our Union has a broad membership that sees many different challenges… whether it’s
underfunding of public services, short-staffing, or threats of privatization; the challenge remains
for all of us to continue to provide quality services to the highest standard and professionalism.
Our strong participation in a broad-based campaigns that incorporate all of our members and By: Barbara Cape
our solidarity within the labour movement is designed to push back, and stop, the potential for President, SEIU-West
privatization within the health care system. More recently, a provincial security services review
was announced by the Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) with a consultant who has a history of privatizing
security services in Alberta and Ontario.
Why this matters for all of our members is that this has become a growing trend, not only within health care but
across the broader public sector.
At its very core, private services have a profit-driven component in their business model. Rather than having the
core of quality and skilled service, there is a focus on return for shareholders, often at the expense of a loss of service
to the public.
Within the public service, the shareholders are the people of the province that we provide service to everyday. Our
public services focus on the efficient provision of quality services by a trained and professional workforce… there
is no profit-motive in this equation. Economically, the value for tax dollars for public services cannot be beat by a
private service.
For all of us who work within the public sector, we understand the team that is required to make public services
successful… using our different classifications and skills, we combine our talents to ensure the best possible outcome
for the public. We also know the impact when one essential piece of the team is missing.
I ask you to support this campaign against privatization of security services… not only for security officers across the
province, but for the broader team that provides public services and for the quality of services we want to continue
to provide across the many sectors that we represent. Changes within the sectors we represent are a daily part of
our work, but these changes need to be thoughtful, based on best practices and include those who do the actual
work.
We know that whether from an economic, service-delivery or evidence-based stand-point, a skilled, professional
public service matters for the people of Saskatchewan. Let’s work together to share our voice in defending public
health care.
In solidarity, Barbara Cape, President

MOD Summer 2018
Mike Slater

Across Canada we are seeing a growing awareness of the importance of mental
health issues. In Saskatchewan the Humboldt Broncos bus accident raised awareness
of the significant psychological stresses Emergency Medical Services (EMS) providers
face. SEIU-West member Michael (Mike) Slater has been taking a leading role in
improving the psychological health and safety of EMS providers in Saskatchewan and
beyond.
Mike has been a paramedic with Moose Jaw and District EMS for more than 20 years.
Last year he was awarded the Governor General’s EMS Exemplary Service Medal. This
year he was selected to be part of a national project that is developing and testing
tools to identify, assess, and manage workplace mental health challenges in the EMS
sector.
In March 2018, the Canadian Standards Association released a new national
Paramedic Standard to help EMS organizations identify mental health and safety
hazards. In response, the Mental Health Commission of Canada launched the
Paramedic Psychological Risk Factor Assessment Tool Project to develop and test tools
for assessing the psychological health and safety of EMS work environments.
This April, Mike was one of seven paramedics from across Canada selected to provide
ongoing advice to the two psychologists who are in charge of this project. Thanks Mike
for your strong commitment to the psychological health and safety of your colleagues
on the frontline. And thanks to Shane Stewart, SEIU-West’s Director of Organizing, for
nominating Mike.
Do you know a Member of Distinction? Email: shawna.colpitts@seiuwest.ca.

Shining A Light On… Service Animals
By Brittney Servetnyk, Young Worker Committee Member
Have you ever seen a person with a service animal
walking on the street? Have you wondered how to interact
with them in a safe and respectful way?
In an effort to enhance awareness around service
animals, Young Worker Committee (YWC) member
Brittney, interviewed her sister Bobbi, who
is visually impaired and requires the use of a
Seeing Eye dog.
Q: How has a service dog impacted your life?
A: The impact my service dog has had on
my life is immeasurable. I can navigate
quickly and safely, and with more confidence
than ever before. I also have a sense of
companionship as sometimes you can feel
very alone in the world. People are not
always kind to those with impairments and
disabilities – but my service dog is there for
me and has saved my life on numerous occasions.
Q: Why do people require service animals?
A: There are many different reasons to have service
animals, including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
diabetes, hearing, vision and mobility issues, autism and
epilepsy. I have a service dog as I am visually impaired.
Q: What is the biggest reason public education around
service animals is so important?

ProCAT in Action
By Dennel Pickering, ProCAT Member
The Provincial Contract Action Team (ProCAT) has been
travelling across this province talking and listening to our
members about how bargaining is going and what we can
do to support our bargaining team. From Swift Current
to Eston, Assiniboia to Humboldt, we are having amazing
conversations.
Since January 2018, we have been to 60 sites and have
more scheduled over the coming months. Our goal to
reach every site is well on the way to being achieved.
In May, we delivered over 1,400 postcards to our finance
minister saying no to cuts in health care and no 3.5%
rollback.
The simple truth is that since 2016, our wages haven’t
gone up but the cost of living has increased by 3.5%. We
need and deserve a real wage increase.
Help keep the pressure on the government and let them
know that we are NOT going to take any rollbacks. Email
actions@seiuwest.ca to let us know if you:
• Need postcards to get your contacts to sign;
• Want to do a ‘No Cuts’ member profile video; and/or
• Want to arrange a meeting with your MLA;
Remember, our government will give us as little as they
think we will accept. So call your MLA and let them know
you deserve respect and are done with the way our
government has treated us.

A: There is very little public education and awareness on
the subject which in turn makes it difficult when I’m out
with my working dog on a day-to-day basis. People don’t
understand the parameters of a working dogs, the do’s
and don’ts, and the proper etiquette. This makes it not
only difficult for us to get around, it can also be dangerous.
If the public is educated, it makes for a
more positive experience for everyone.
Education helps ensure the safety for those
who have disabilities as they know they
can travel safely without distraction.
Q: What are some of the main rules for
the public to follow while your guide dog
is working?
A: When a service dog is working, it is
of the upmost importance that they
not be distracted and that means not
being touched, talked to, fed, called, or
even photographed. It is also important to not test what
a service animal can or cannot do – they have a very
important job and all these little things can cause danger
to the working team.
For the full interview, see http://www.seiuwest.
ca/2018/06/06/young-workers-present-shining-a-lightonservice-animals/

Did You Know?

SEIU-West has been around for 10
years already?

SEIUWEST.ca was created in 2008 through a
merger of three strong Locals:
• Local 299, based out of Moose Jaw, was
established in 1946 and consisted of
approximately 2,000 members.
• Local 333, based out of Saskatoon, began
through the unionization of St. Paul’s Hospital
in 1946 and grew to represent 8,200 members
• Local 336, based out of Swift Current,
was chartered in 1947. It consisted of
approximately 1,200 members.
Since the 2008 merger, SEIU-West has grown to
represent over 13,000 members and is a force to be
reckoned with in the Labour movement.
With the best membership in the province and the
country SEIU-West exemplifies Stronger Together!

Solidarity Wins the Day!

By Cat Gendron, Education Coordinator
SEIU-West members who work as Support Workers at Elmwood
Group Homes (EGH) took escalated job action due to their
employer’s unwillingness to pay a fair wage. The solidarity in their struggle
is an act of resilience, and we admire their strength in fighting for a worker’s
right to fair pay! Their solidarity paid off – we are pleased to announce that
the EGH Support Workers have ratified a tentative agreement with their
employer! Check out why solidarity means so much to Support Workers like
Jessica and Andrela:
Solidarity is important to me because it expresses
respect, acceptance and understanding. It unites
individuals working towards the same goal.
– Jessica.
Solidarity is important to me so we can achieve
things better, faster, and stronger.
Just like us at SEIU-West!
– Andrela.
We couldn’t agree more!
The Support Workers of EGH want to thank everyone who supported
them in their struggle for fairness. Be sure to check out pictures from their
community thank you BBQ on seiuwest.ca and/or Facebook.
For more detail on these and other

Upcoming Events events, contact your Unit Chair or
July 1			
August 6		
August 12		
August 20 – 21		
September 3		
September (TBA)
September (TBA)
September (TBA)
September 12 – 14
September 21		

visit the calendar on SEIUWEST.ca
Canada Day
Saskatchewan Day
International Youth Day
Young Worker Conference
Labour Day
Tech Course (all three offices)
Housekeeping/Environmental Services Week
Therapists Assistant Week
SFL OH&S Conference (Regina)
World Peace Day

MRC Quick Tip
Article 15.08 Bereavement Leave in the SAHO and Extendicare collective
agreements provides for paid time from work in the event of death of certain
family members but in some cases it is extended to those “with whom the
employee has had a similar relationship…”.
For example, a member may have had a relationship with a cousin who
was treated like a sibling in their family. Perhaps they even resided together
for a time. In the event of death of that person, that would quite likely be
considered a “similar relationship” to a sibling, therefore triggering the “similar
relationship” language entitlement for bereavement leave.
As always, if you have any questions about this or any CBA language or other
matter within your workplace, please call your Member Resource Centre
(MRC) at 1-888-999-7348 ext. 2298

Dear Rosie...

If you have a question for Rosie,
please use the “contact us” form
on SEIUWEST.ca.
Dear Rosie:
At my local pub recently this “friend
of a friend” was saying that there
needs to be “less taxes and more
charity” in Saskatchewan. He said
cutting the taxes of wealthier people
would actually make disadvantaged
people better off because the rich
would have more money left to give to
charities. Basically he was saying that
richer people are more generous than
the rest of us. Is there any truth to
what he said?
Radical Randy
Dear Randy,
I hope you don’t mind, but I showed
your email to my partner Nadine the
Numbers Nerd (she takes “nerd” as
a compliment, by the way). She said
that your “friend” should try to fill up
more on facts than fermented drinks
(adult beverages). There’s actually quite
a bit of research showing that upperincome people are, in various ways, less
generous than the rest of us.
Although Saskatchewan folks, in
general, give more to charity than
other Canadians, according to the
latest available data (2016), our richest
residents (those in the top 20% of
annual household income) in fact
donate less of their income to charities
compared to the rest of Saskatchewan
households. Just 0.9% of their spending
was on charitable donations (which are
tax-deductible, don’t forget) versus 1.1%
for a typical middle-income household.
This same data also showed that the
same top 20% spent 51% more on booze
than on charitable donations, while the
average household spent 82% more on
charity than on booze.
Rosie

